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Subject –
At Meopham Community Academy we believe that Design and Technology is an inspiring, rigorous and practical subject
providing engaging learning experiences which allow children to contextualise their learning.
Curriculum Intent:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To progressively develop pupil’s curiosity, enjoyment and interest in Design and Technology.
To develop the creative, technical and practical expertise needed to perform tasks confidently.
To encourage to develop pupil’s imagination and creativity towards design and making of products to solve real and relevant problems within a variety of contexts.
To develop knowledge and practical life skills that are transferable to other curriculum areas, acquiring a broader range of subject knowledge.
To evaluate past and present design and technology to further develop a critical understanding of its impact on daily life and the wider world.
To inspire in children a curiosity and fascination about the rapidly changing technological world to aid with creating high-quality designs.
To promote the children’s interest and understanding of specialist vocabulary.
Engaging and accessible to all learners who have access to up to date equipment and specialist training opportunities from outside professionals.
To promote through Food Tech a ‘healthy lifestyle’ and how to transfer these skills for life.
Practical, and for Design and Technology to be integrated into different subject areas and which can and are used to promote their spiritual, moral, social and cultural
development.

Character Development through Design and Technology
Our Design and Technology curriculum at Meopham Community Academy will enable children to develop the following character traits throughout their seven years at
MCA:
• Spiritual: to reflect on their own values and beliefs, and those of others as well as to explore their own feelings about people and develop a sense of awe and
wonder about the world around us.
• Moral: Understanding the consequences of their designs within the subject, pupil’s will consider their impact on the world around them and start to look towards
sustainable designs to help the next generation have a habitual planet.
• Social: Develop social skills, including: communication, collaboration, determination and working collaboratively in shared and practical tasks.
• Cultural: Understand that design and technology comes from all across the world, from people of all backgrounds and cultures.
• Knowledge: Become independent, resilient and resourceful in their use of different technologies, inside and outside of their classroom.
• Skills: Encourage and develop creativity, problem-solving, investigative and evaluation skills.
• British Values: To show respect for and tolerance of others by planning and working collaboratively on group projects. Show respect for people, living things,
property and the environment. Providing positive and effective links with the world of work and the wider community showing children ways that they can
participate fully in and contribute positively into life in modern Britain.

Enrichment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roots to food
Jonathon Cope 3D printing workshop
Mobile Farm visit
Create and Build (afterschool club)
Eat like a champ
Grow your own potatoes
New mobile cooking equipment
Use of school grounds to grow food
Use of school kitchen
Curriculum Implementation
The Design and Technology curriculum in KS1/2 is delivered through individual lessons.
Children experience a wide and varied range of Design and Technology experiences that are well planned, imaginative, enjoyable and managed using the guidelines to
keeping children safe.
Teachers have identified the key knowledge and skills needed for each topic and consideration has been given to ensure progression across topics throughout each year
group across the school.
A scheme of work: ‘Projects on a page’ is used alongside year group planning to ensure consistency in year groups.
Each year group ensures their lessons are appropriate to the needs and interests of their cohorts. Activities provided have a meaningful context and consolidate skills.
Consideration of how greater depth will be taught, learnt, demonstrated within each topic has been considered. This might include open-ended investigational
activities, encouraging independent thinking and problem solving.
All learners will be supported in line with the school’s commitment to inclusion.
Cross curricular outcomes in Design and Technology are specifically planned for, with strong links between, Science, English, P.E, Geography, History and Maths,
identified, planned for and utilised.
The local area is utilised to achieve desired outcomes, with opportunities for learning outside the classroom embedded in practice.
A monitoring schedule is in place and there is an overview to ensure progression and consistency.
Impact
Outcomes in topic and art books, evidence a broad and balanced Design and Technology curriculum and demonstrate children’s acquisition of identified key
knowledge.
Children review their successes in achieving the lesson intentions at the end of every session and are actively encouraged to identify their own target areas, with
these being identified, shared and verified by teachers as necessary.
Children also record what they have learned comparative to their starting points at the end of every topic through evaluation and next steps.
As children progress through the school, they develop a deep knowledge, understanding of the topic and is evident in the progression of skills used in food tech.
Children are able to learn about careers related to Design and Technology from members of the local and wider community with specialist skills and knowledge,
ensuring that they are well prepared for the next steps of their education.

National Curriculum Requirements of DT at Key Stage 1
Through a variety of creative and practical activities, pupils should be taught the knowledge,
understanding and skills needed to engage in an iterative process of designing and making. They
should work in a range of relevant contexts, (for example the home and school, gardens and
playgrounds, the local community, industry and the wider environment).
When designing and making, pupils should be taught to:
Design
• design purposeful, functional, appealing products for themselves and other users based on design criteria
• generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through talking, drawing, templates, mock-ups and,
where appropriate, information and communication technology
Make
• select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks, (or example, cutting, shaping,
joining and finishing)
• select from and use a wide range of materials and components, including construction materials, textiles and
ingredients, according to their characteristics
Evaluate
• explore and evaluate a range of existing products
• evaluate their ideas and products against design criteria
Technical knowledge
• build structures, exploring how they can be made stronger, stiffer and more stable
• explore and use mechanisms, (for example levers, sliders, wheels and axles), in their products.
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National Curriculum Requirements of Cooking and Nutrition at Key Stage 1
As part of their work with food, pupils should be taught how to cook and apply the principles
of nutrition and healthy eating. Instilling a love of cooking in pupils will also open a door to
one of the great expressions of human creativity. Learning how to cook is a crucial life skill
that enables pupils to feed themselves and others affordably and well, now and in later life.

Pupils should be taught to:
•

use the basic principles of a healthy and varied diet to prepare dishes

•

understand where food comes from.
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Knowledge, Skills and Understanding breakdown for
Design and Technology
Year 1
Developing, planning and
communicating ideas
• Can they think of some ideas of their
own?
• Can they explain what they want to
do?
• Can they use pictures and words to
plan?

Working with tools, equipment,
materials and components to make
quality products
• Can they explain what they are
making?
• Can they explain which tools are
they using?

Evaluating processes and products
• Can they describe how something
works?
• Can they talk about their own work
and things that other people have
done?

Breadth of study
Cooking and nutrition
• Can they cut food
safely?
• Can they describe
the texture of
foods?
• Do they wash their
hands and make
sure that surfaces
are clean?
• Can they think of
interesting ways of
decorating food
they have made,
eg, cakes?

Textiles
• Can they describe
how different
textiles feel?
• Can they make a
product from
textiles by gluing?

Mechanisms
• Can they make a
product which
moves?
• Can they cut
materials using
scissors?
• Can they describe
the materials using
different words?
• Can they say why
they have chosen
moving parts?
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Use of materials
• Can they make a
structure/model
using different
materials?
• Is their work tidy?
• Can they make
their model
stronger if it needs
to be?

Construction
• Can they talk with
others about how
they want to
construct their
product?
• Can they select
appropriate
resources and tools
for their building
projects?
• Can they make
simple plans before
making objects,
e.g. drawings,
arranging pieces of
construction before
building?
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Knowledge, Skills and Understanding breakdown for
Design and Technology
Year 2
Developing, planning and
communicating ideas
• Can they think of ideas and plan what
to do next?
• Can they choose the best tools and
materials? Can they give a reason
why these are best?
• Can they describe their design by
using pictures, diagrams, models and
words?

Working with tools, equipment,
materials and components to make
quality products
• Can they join things (materials/
components) together in different
ways?

Evaluating processes and products
• Can they explain what went well with
their work?
• If they did it again, can they explain
what they would improve?

Breadth of study
Cooking and nutrition
• Can they describe
the properties of the
ingredients they are
using?
• Can they explain
what it means to be
hygienic?
• Are they hygienic in
the kitchen?

Textiles
• Can they measure
textile?
• Can they join textiles
together to make
something?
• Can they cut
textiles?
• Can they explain
why they chose a
certain textile?

Mechanisms
• Can they join
materials together
as part of a moving
product?
• Can they add some
kind of design to
their product?
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Use of materials
• Can they measure
materials to use in a
model or structure?
• Can they join
material in different
ways?
• Can they use joining,
folding or rolling to
make it stronger?

Construction
• Can they make
sensible choices as
to which material to
use for their
constructions?
• Can they develop
their own ideas from
initial starting points?
• Can they
incorporate some
type of movement
into models?
• Can they consider
how to improve their
construction?
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Weaving Design and Technology
Knowledge, Skills and Understanding
into the new National Curriculum

Key Stage 2:
DT

National Curriculum Requirements of DT at Key Stage 2
Through a variety of creative and practical activities, pupils should be taught the knowledge,
understanding and skills needed to engage in an iterative process of designing and making. They
should work in a range of relevant contexts, for example, the home, school, leisure, culture,
enterprise, industry and the wider environment.
When designing and making, pupils should be taught to:
Design
• use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative, functional, appealing products that
are fit for purpose, aimed at particular individuals or groups
• generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated sketches, crosssectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces and computer-aided design
Make
• select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks, such as cutting, shaping,
joining and finishing, accurately
• select from and use a wider range of materials and components, including construction materials, textiles and
ingredients, according to their functional properties and aesthetic qualities

Evaluate
• investigate and analyse a range of existing products
• evaluate their ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider the views of others to improve
their work
• understand how key events and individuals in design and technology have helped shape the world
Technical knowledge
• apply their understanding of how to strengthen, stiffen and reinforce more complex structures
• understand and use mechanical systems in their products, (for example as gears, pulleys, cams, levers and
linkages)
• understand and use electrical systems in their products, (for example series circuits incorporating switches, bulbs,
buzzers and motors)
• apply their understanding of computing to programme, monitor and control their products.
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National Curriculum Requirements of Cooking and Nutrition at Key Stage 2
As part of their work with food, pupils should be taught how to cook and apply the principles
of nutrition and healthy eating. Instilling a love of cooking in pupils will also open a door to
one of the great expressions of human creativity. Learning how to cook is a crucial life skill
that enables pupils to feed themselves and others affordably and well, now and in later life.
Pupils should be taught to:
•

understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet

•

prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking
techniques

•

understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown,
reared, caught and processed.
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Knowledge, Skills and Understanding breakdown for
Design and Technology
Year 3
Working with tools, equipment,
materials and components to make
quality products

Developing, planning and
communicating ideas
•
•
•
•

Can they show that their design meets a
range of requirements?
Can they put together a step-by-step
plan which shows the order and also
what equipment and tools they need?
Can they describe their design using an
accurately labelled sketch and words?
How realistic is their plan?

•

Can they use equipment and tools
accurately?

Evaluating processes and products
•

Can they explain what they changed
which made their design even better?

Breadth of study
Cooking and nutrition
• Can they choose the
right ingredients for a
product?
• Can they use
equipment safely?
• Can they make sure
that their product
looks attractive?
• Can they describe
how their combined
ingredients come
together?
• Can they set out to
grow plants such as
cress and herbs from
seed with the
intention of using
them for their food
product?

Textiles
• Can they join textiles
of different types in
different ways?
• Can they choose
textiles both for their
appearance and
also qualities?

Electrical and
mechanical
components
• Do they select the
most appropriate
tools and techniques
to use for a given
task?
• Can they make a
product which uses
both electrical and
mechanical
components?
• Can they use a
simple circuit?
• Can they use a
number of
components?
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Stiff and flexible sheet
materials
• Do they use the most
appropriate
materials?
• Can they work
accurately to make
cuts and holes?
• Can they join
materials?

Mouldable materials
• Do they select the
most appropriate
materials?
• Can they use a range
of techniques to
shape and mould?
• Do they use finishing
techniques?
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Knowledge, Skills and Understanding breakdown for
Design and Technology
Year 4
Developing, planning and
communicating ideas

Working with tools, equipment, materials
and components to make quality
products

• Can they come up with at least one
idea about how to create their
product?
• Do they take account of the ideas
of others when designing?
• Can they produce a plan and
explain it to others?
• Can they suggest some
improvements and say what was
good and not so good about their
original design?

• Can they tell if their finished product
is going to be good quality?
• Are they conscience of the need to
produce something that will be liked
by others?
• Can they show a good level of
expertise when using a range of
tools and equipment?
• Do they work at their product even
though their original idea might not
have worked?

Evaluating processes and products

• Have they thought of how they will
check if their design is successful?
• Can they begin to explain how they
can improve their original design?
• Can they evaluate their product,
thinking of both appearance and
the way it works?
• Do they take time to consider how
they could have made their idea
better?

Breadth of study
Cooking and nutrition
• Do they know what
to do to be
hygienic and safe?
• Have they thought
what they can do
to present their
product in an
interesting way?

Textiles
• Do they think what
the user would
want when
choosing textiles?
• Have they thought
about how to make
their product
strong?
• Can they devise a
template?
• Can they explain
how to join things in
a different way?

Electrical and
mechanical
components
• Can they add
things to their
circuits?
• How have they
altered their
product after
checking it?
• Are they confident
about trying out
new and different
ideas?
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Stiff and flexible sheet
materials
• Can they measure
carefully so as to
make sure they
have not made
mistakes?
• How have they
attempted to make
their product
strong?

Mouldable materials
• Can they use a
range of advanced
techniques to
shape and mould?
• Do they use
finishing
techniques,
showing an
awareness of
audience?
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Knowledge, Skills and Understanding breakdown for
Design and Technology
Year 5
Developing, planning and communicating
ideas

• Can they come up with a range of
ideas after they have collected
information?
• Do they take a user’s view into
account when designing?
• Can they produce a detailed stepby-step plan?
• Can they suggest some alternative
plans and say what the good points
and drawbacks are about each?

Working with tools, equipment, materials
and components to make quality
products

• Can they explain why their finished
product is going to be of good
quality?
• Can they explain how their product
will appeal to the audience?
• Can they use a range of tools and
equipment expertly?
• Do they persevere through different
stages of the making process?

Evaluating processes and products

• Do they keep checking that their
design is the best it can be?
• Do they check whether anything
could be improved?
• Can they evaluate appearance and
function against the original criteria?

Breadth of study
Cooking and nutrition
• Can they describe
what they do to be
both hygienic and
safe?
• How have they
presented their
product well?

Textiles
• Do they think what
the user would want
when choosing
textiles?
• How have they
made their product
attractive and
strong?
• Can they make up
a prototype first?
• Can they use a
range of joining
techniques?

Electrical and
mechanical
components
• Can they
incorporate a
switch into their
product?
• Can they refine
their product after
testing it?
• Can they
incorporate
hydraulics and
pneumatics?
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Stiff and flexible sheet
materials
• Are their
measurements
accurate enough
to ensure that
everything is
precise?
• How have they
ensured that their
product is strong
and fit for purpose?

Mouldable materials
• Are they motivated
enough to refine
and further
improve their
product using
mouldable
materials?
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Knowledge, Skills and Understanding breakdown for
Design and Technology
Year 6
Developing, planning and communicating
ideas

• Can they use a range of information
to inform their design?
• Can they use market research to
inform plans?
• Can they work within constraints?
• Can they follow and refine their plan
if necessary?
• Can they justify their plan to
someone else?
• Do they consider culture and society
in their designs?

Working with tools, equipment, materials and
components to make quality products

• Can they use tools and materials
precisely?
• Do they change the way they are
working if needed?

Evaluating processes and products

• How well do they test and evaluate
their final product?
• Is it fit for purpose?
• What would improve it?
• Would different resources have
improved their product?
• Would they need more or different
information to make it even better?
• Does their product meet all design
criteria?
• Did they consider the use of the
product when selecting materials?

Breadth of study
Cooking and nutrition
• Can they explain
how their product
should be stored
with reasons?
• Can they set out to
grow their own
products with a
view to making a
salad, taking
account of time
required to grow
different foods?

Textiles
• Have they thought
about how their
product could be
sold?
• Have they given
considered thought
about what would
improve their
product even
more?

Electrical and
mechanical
components
• Can they use
different kinds of
circuit in their
product?
• Can they think of
ways in which
adding a circuit
would improve their
product?
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Stiff and flexible sheet
materials
• Can they justify why
they selected
specific materials?
• How have they
ensured that their
work is precise and
accurate?
• Can they hide joints
so as to improve the
look of their
product?

Mouldable materials
• Can they justify why
the chosen material
was the best for the
task?
• Can they justify
design in relation to
the audience?
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